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Abstract
Efficient extraction of pertinent terms from job advertisements (JAs) relies on feature engineering, specifically the selection of 
textual markers. Yet, current methods lack comprehensive assessment of markers’ quality in terms of their informative value 
and context-specific relevance. To address this issue, we introduce a fuzzy-inference-based framework, aimed at optimiz-
ing textual markers within JAs documents. This framework operates on three principles: ambiguity estimation of markers, 
assessment of the information quantity they convey, and their ongoing relevance evaluation within an organizational context. 
We demonstrated its effectiveness by applying it to 30 markers across 73 recruitment processes. The assessment resulted in 
the selection of five markers, improving the F1-score by 5% for relevant term extraction from JAs, via a possibilistic belief–
desire–intention architecture. Six additional markers yielded a minor enhancement of results but significantly boosted model 
explainability. Thus, our framework significantly bolsters the extraction accuracy and clarity of the underlying model for JAs.

Keywords Job advertisement · Relevant terms extraction optimization · Mamdani inference · Fuzzy-inference-based textual 
markers assessment

Introduction

Recruiters face a considerable challenge in manually evalu-
ating a high volume of resumes and determining their rel-
evance to job requirements during the recruitment process. 
In response, various automated methods have emerged to 
match job advertisements (JA) with resumes (CV) [1]. These 

systems enable efficient candidate ranking and pre-selection 
by analyzing suitability to job specifics.

Despite the progress in CV ranking systems, aligning 
CVs with JAs’ requirements automatically remains complex 
[2]. JAs’ brevity, meant to concisely detail job specifics and 
the ideal candidate, presents two concerns. First, the size 
discrepancy between the JA and CVs can misdirect the sys-
tem into assigning high relevance to candidates based on 
non-critical JA information. Second, since JAs often depict 
an ideal candidate, a complete match may be improbable, 
making it essential to accurately identify the most essential 
requirements [3].

To address these issues, improved information extraction 
from JAs is necessary, calling for the refinement of feature 
engineering processes for identifying pertinent textual mark-
ers [4]. This process should account for various information 
quality criteria such as relevance, ambiguity [5], the amount 
of extractable information, and alignment with recruiter 
expertise and organizational context [2].

Our study addresses a key research question: how can 
a quality assessment framework optimize textual mark-
ers to accurately extract the most relevant terms from 
JAs? Furthermore, how can this process effectively man-
age ambiguity, ensure alignment with recruiter expertise, 
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maintain information pertinence, and uphold a context-
driven, explainable approach?

Building upon prior work [6], we introduce a comprehen-
sive, flexible, and context-sensitive methodology for select-
ing textual markers in JAs. Our methodology features four 
distinctive innovations aimed at improving automated CV 
ranking for job positions:

• Comprehensive evaluation: our approach explores rela-
tionships between textual markers and uses metrics such 
as Pearson correlation, precision, mutual information, 
ambiguity, and statistical significance for their holistic 
assessment.

• Fuzzy-inference-based assessment: We use a Mamdani-
type inference engine to manage ambiguity and variabil-
ity in JAs.

• Holistic view of feature quality: Our framework builds on 
three pillars: ambiguity estimation, information quantity 
assessment, and continuous evaluation of marker perti-
nence in the organizational context.

• Adaptability to organizational context: Our methodology 
ensures that the chosen markers stay relevant as organiza-
tions evolve by continually evaluating their pertinence.

This article is structured as follows. Section “State of the 
Art” describes the state of the art, and Sect. JA Representa-
tion outlines key principles for JA representation. We intro-
duce a collection of textual relevance markers in Sect. Tex-
tual Markers and detail the proposed evaluation approach 
in Sect. Description of the Framework for the Evaluation of 
Textual Markers. We then present our experimental findings 
and associated discussion in Sects. Experimentation and 
Discussion, respectively. Finally, conclusions and perspec-
tives are provided in Sect. Conclusion.

State of the Art

A “textual marker” identifies and represents a pertinent 
entity within a document [7], while also underscoring its 
significance within a social or organizational context [8]. 
Particularly, in the field of information extraction from JAs, 
the textual marker is vital to identify the most critical terms 
that ensure the quality of automated candidate CV rank-
ing during recruitment [9]. Yet, some existing approaches 
bypass JA processing, heavily relying on direct feedback 
from recruiters [2].

Our literature review identified a gap: no methodologies 
have been explicitly designed for selecting textual markers 
based on their quality within JAs. However, information 
extraction methodologies have proposed various approaches 
to optimize identifying significant document features. These 
methodologies can be classified into four types: wrapper, 

filter, embedded methods [10], and, spanning across these 
categories, fuzzy methods. Each of these methods will be 
discussed in the ensuing subsections.

Wrapper Methods

Wrapper methods use a machine learning algorithm to 
evaluate the quality of feature subsets [10]. For instance, an 
improved particle swarm optimization method for selecting 
textual features was proposed by [11]. In addition, a com-
bined Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency and 
Support Vector Machines Recursive Feature Elimination 
approach enhances feature selection for sentiment classifi-
cation tasks [12]. Other alternatives include search optimiza-
tion algorithms leveraging the Iterated Greedy metaheuristic 
[13] and genetic, sequential, and recursive elimination-based 
algorithms [14].

Filter Methods

Filter methods evaluate feature quality based on their intrin-
sic characteristics, independent of machine learning algo-
rithms. This generally results in less computational expense. 
Features are typically ranked based on statistical metrics, 
for example, Chi-squared, Gini-Index, Pearson correlation 
coefficient, precision, information gain, or mutual informa-
tion entropy [15–21].

Novel filter-type approaches include the Maximal Infor-
mation Coefficient [22], which detects linear and non-linear 
feature-target relationships. Other methods combine multi-
ple metrics, for instance, the Fast Correlation Based Filter 
[23]. This technique estimates correlations among features 
by integrating various metrics and a backward selection pro-
cedure, paired with a sequential search strategy.

Embedded Methods

Embedded methods integrate the feature-selection process 
within the learning algorithm, optimizing feature selection 
and model training simultaneously. Traditional methods of 
this type include the Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection 
Operator which uses L1 regularization [24]. Decision trees 
are also part of this category, performing inherent feature 
selection [21]. Other methods combine principal compo-
nent analysis (PCA), latent semantic analysis, and random 
projection [25].

Fuzzy Methods

Fuzzy feature-selection techniques, adaptable and flex-
ible alternatives to conventional selection methods, have 
emerged in intricate contexts characterized by uncer-
tainty. For example, a fuzzy feature correlation approach 
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incorporates information gain to enhance feature identifi-
cation and selection [26]. A fuzzy-rough feature-selection 
technique was used to reduce word dimensionality in texts, 
facilitating document processing [27]. In addition, a hybrid 
fuzzy marker selection method based on Mamdani-type 
fuzzy rule-based systems has demonstrated enhanced fea-
ture-selection performance compared to traditional filter 
approaches [28].

In summary, despite existing methodologies for identi-
fying key document features, none specifically optimizes 
the selection of high-quality textual markers within JAs. 
Given their vital role in automating candidate CV ranking, 
our study seeks to address this gap by introducing a com-
prehensive methodology for marker selection in JAs. Our 
approach emphasizes quality assessment, the integration of 
recruiters’ perspectives, explainability, and adaptability to 
organizational changes. More details follow in the subse-
quent sections.

JA Representation

Automatic extraction of relevant terms from JAs is contin-
gent upon creating an appropriate document representation 
[15]. This study aims to create such a representation by ana-
lyzing and modeling the organizational context where JAs 
are processed. This representation is likely to enhance the 
accuracy of artificial intelligence systems developed for JA 
processing [29].

The Screening Process: Analysis of JAs and CVs

JAs and CVs serve as critical communication tools for 
recruiters and job applicants, conveying required and pos-
sessed professional skills, respectively [9]. Professional 
skills include knowledge, practical abilities, and interper-
sonal skills applicable to professional activities and tasks 
[30].

An important aspect to consider in this communication 
process is the economic activity sector in which the JA’s job 
role is situated. Economic activity sectors, such as health-
care, information and communications technology, manufac-
turing, management and so on, influence the specific require-
ments, skills, and terminologies used in JAs [30].

By integrating the understanding of professional skills 
and the corresponding economic activity sector, the screen-
ing phase of the recruitment process focuses on identify-
ing suitable candidates by aligning applicant CVs with JA 
requirements [2]. This procedure heavily relies on recruiters’ 
understanding of the organizational context [3, 31]. Post-
screening, recruiters conduct further examinations and in-
person interviews, if necessary.

The following section delves into the protocol for deriv-
ing textual markers in JAs, aligning with recruiters’ strate-
gies for effective information extraction.

Organizational Context and Recruiters’ Strategies

Building on our previous work [6], we utilized the UNC 
method [32] to capture key elements of the organizational 
context-including actors, artifacts, actions, and processes-
relevant to JAs in hiring procedures [33]. Initial interviews 
with recruiters facilitated the creation of a mother-ontology, 
encapsulating JA’s core concepts, and modeling of recruiter 
goals and enterprise processes. From studying recruiters’ 
annotation strategies, we generated semantic rules, which 
served as textual markers of relevant information. Using 
a fuzzy decision tree, we identified the least ambiguous 
markers, integrated them into an ontology-based possibil-
istic agent architecture to simulate recruiters’ behaviors, 
and provided insights into the context-sensitive relevance 
of information in JAs [29].

Ontological Resources

Our approach relies on a mother-ontology that incorporates 
JA-related concepts and relationships. Specifically, we define 
a mother-ontology as an extensive ontology of module speci-
fications. We enriched this ontology with organization-spe-
cific resources, such as the DSI Group’s internal professional 
skills ontology and international ontologies like ESCO [30]. 
It also includes ontologies of professional skills frameworks, 
including O*NET,1 CIGREF,2 and ROME,3 reconstructed 
via transformations from text into Resource Description 
Framework triples. Furthermore, we incorporated an ontol-
ogy derived from CVs and JAs, processed using ontology 
learning techniques to align professional skills with market 
knowledge. To integrate all ontologies into the mother-ontol-
ogy, we implemented a hybrid approach which combines 
semantic similarity estimation using Bidirectional Encoder 
Representations from Transformers (BERT), terminologi-
cal variation analysis, and ontology quality metrics [6]. In 
Fig. 1, we present an upper view of the resulting ontology.

Beliefs, Desires and Intentions Architecture 
of the Agent

Considering the context-sensitive and uncertain nature 
of human semantic inferences [5], we incorporated this 

1 https:// www. oneto nline. org/.
2 https:// www. cigref. fr/.
3 https:// www. pole- emploi. fr/ emplo yeur/ vos- recru temen ts/ le- rome- 
et- les- fiches- metie rs. html.

https://www.onetonline.org/
https://www.cigref.fr/
https://www.pole-emploi.fr/employeur/vos-recrutements/le-rome-et-les-fiches-metiers.html
https://www.pole-emploi.fr/employeur/vos-recrutements/le-rome-et-les-fiches-metiers.html
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understanding into the extraction of pertinent terms 
from JAs. A possibilistic architecture was proposed [6], 
embodying human semantic reasoning and the associated 
uncertainty, thus enhancing the automatic extraction of 
relevant terms. This architecture is rooted in the agent’s 
beliefs, desires, and intentions (BDI) paradigm, which is 
connected to the modeling of variables using possibility 
theory [34] (Fig. 2). It consists of three primary modules.

The Beliefs Module is composed of two sub-parts, 
involving trust allocation ( � ) to information sources like 
JAs, ontological resources, and textual markers, and a pos-
sibility distribution ( � ) defining the agent’s beliefs ( B ). 
The agent can adjust beliefs to mitigate conflicts between 
contradictory or related information sources.

The Desires Module is represented by an utility dis-
tribution (formally a possibility distribution). It indicates 
whether or not the use of a textual relevance marker is con-
venient according to the current agent’s beliefs, desires, 
and desire-generation rules. Desire-generation rules, 
denoted as RJ , are logical conditions expressing depend-
ence relationships between beliefs and desires [34]. The 
evaluation of desire-generation rules enables the agent to 
estimate to what extent, denoted as Δ , it is justified to 
use each marker. Textual markers associated with positive 
degrees become justified desires, denoted as Υ.

The Intentions Module outlines the actions that the agent 
decides to execute based on its beliefs, justified desires, and 
goals. These actions pertain to natural language processing 
methods essential for extracting relevant terms from JAs.

For the agent to make pertinent and explainable actions 
guided by its beliefs, desires, and intentions, a method to 
select the most relevant textual markers is crucial. These 
markers steer the agent in specific scenarios. An effec-
tive method for textual marker selection assists the agent’s 
decision-making regarding term relevance. In the following 

Fig. 1  Upper view of the mother-ontology, derived from the context representation of the previous research [6]

Fig. 2  Fundamental structure of the dynamic BDI agent [6] [34]
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section, we introduce a set of textual markers to illustrate the 
proposed approach’s capabilities.

Textual Markers

In this section, we start by referring back to a comprehensive 
formalization [6] for the concept of textual marker, ensuring 
compatibility with both the markers utilized in the YAKE! 
algorithm and those employed by recruiters in practice.

Preliminary Definitions

A term can be defined as “a functional class of lexical units 
utilized in discourse” [35]. In our specific context, terms are 
identified based on their termhood, which is quantified using 
the weirdness ratio.

Term extraction is performed by applying specific mor-
pho-syntactic patterns to multiple specialized corpora [35]. 
The majority of these extracted terms are noun phrases.

Let di be a JA belonging to a corpus C and 
Tdi = {t1, t2,… , tn} the set of terms of di.

Let Rdi
⊆ Tdi be the set of most relevant terms of di . Each 

term ti ∈ Rdi
 is considered as relevant under a possibility 

degree �ti.

Let Adi
= {a1, a2,… , am} be the set of sections of di (job 

description, profile details, etc). Each section ai can be rep-
resented by a subset of terms from Tdi . A term can belong to 
multiple sections.

Let Edi
= {e1, e2,… , ep} be a set of qualifying adjectives 

and nouns that are linked to a subset of terms in Tdi by syntax 
dependencies.

Let O = {o1, o2,… , os} be a set of ontologies (as the one 
presented  in  Sec t .   JA Representa t ion) .  Let 
cos = {cs,1, cs,2,… , cs,k} be the set of concepts of ontology os 

and Tcj = {tj,1, tj,2,… , tj,l} the set of terms lexically repre-
senting concept cj in a given language.

The mother-ontology, denoted as O, encompasses a vari-
ety of concepts, including the hierarchical structure of tex-
tual documents, which comprises sections, paragraphs, sen-
tences, syntagms, terms, words, morphemes, and so forth.

Marker Definitions

Our proposal is an enhancement of the 16 textual markers 
explored in a previous study [6], to design the quality assess-
ment framework. We will revisit the formalization of the first 
marker (Sect. Textual Marker M1: Presence of Professional 
Skills or Job Types in Titles) to illustrate the approach and, 
subsequently, we will provide a synopsis of the following 

15 markers (Sect. Summary of Remaining Textual Markers 
from Prior Work [6] and Description of 14 New Textual 
Markers). Originating from both expert recruiters’ prac-
tices (#1–#10) and the YAKE! term extraction technique 
(#11–#16), these markers are utilized in the evaluation 
experiments of our methodology.

Textual Marker M
1
 : Presence of Professional Skills or Job 

Types in Titles

If a term within the title corresponds to one of the terms 
employed to represent professional skills or job types, it may 
be considered relevant.

Let a1 ∈ Adi
 be the t i t le section of di  .  Let 

ta1 = {t1, t2,… , tu} be the set of terms contained in a1 . Tcj is 
the set of terms lexically representing a professional skill or 
job type concept cj in the ontology os . We request that:

with a possibility degree �tk,1 ∈ [0, 1].

Summary of Remaining Textual Markers from Prior Work [6] 
and Description of 14 New Textual Markers

A concise description of the remaining 15 textual markers 
defined in our previous study is provided in Table 1.

(1)∀tk∃cj[cj ∈ os ∧ tk ∈ Tcj ∧ tk ∈ ta1] → tk ∈ Rdi

Table 1  Brief description of textual markers proposed in a previ-
ous research [6], derived from recruiters’ behavior (R), and from a 
domain-independent approach like YAKE! (E)

Textual 
Marker 
#

Description Type

M2 Terms representing professional skills in a job 
description section or profile description section

R

M3 Relevance of job posting sections R
M4 Terms dependent on pertinence expressions R
M5 Terms used in traces of professional activities 

descriptions
R

M6 Terms representing high risk professional skills/
activities

R

M7 Actions expressed in management JOs R
M8 BERT semantic similarity between professional 

skills
R

M9 Relevance of the economic activity sector R
M10 Professional skill prerequisites R
M11 YAKE! Casing [36] E
M12 YAKE! Term position [36] E
M13 YAKE! Term frequency normalization [36] E
M14 YAKE! Term relatedness to context [36] E
M15 YAKE! Different sentences [36] E
M16 YAKE! Overall score [36] E
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Table 2  Description of textual markers #17–#21 derived from contextual markers (#1–#10)

Marker # Description Formula Possibility degree

M17
Professional skills in the job 

description or profile description 
section of the JA, which are 
linked to pertinence expressions

This marker is defined as the conjunction between markers M2 
and M4:

∀tk(FM2
(tk) ∧ FM4

(tk)) → tk ∈ Rdi
 where FMi

 represents 
the set of logical conditions associated to markers M2 and 
M4

�tk,17 (tk) = min(�tk,2 (tk), �tk,4 (tk))

M18
Upper-cased or capitalized terms in 

relevant JA sections
∀tk(FM3

(tk) ∧ FM11
(tk)) → tk ∈ Rdi

 where FMi
 represents 

the set of logical conditions associated to markers M3 and 
M11

�tk,18 (tk) = min(�tk,3 (tk), �tk,11 (tk))

M19
Specific professional skills in capi-

tal or initial capital letters
∀tk(FM2

(tk) ∧ FM8
(tk) ∧ FM11

(tk)) → tk ∈ Rdi
 where 

FMi
 represents the set of logical conditions associated to 

markers M2 , M8 and M11

�tk,19 (tk) = min(�tk,2 (tk), �tk,8 (tk), �tk,11 (tk))

M20
Professional skills associated with 

various textual patterns related 
to recruiters’ strategies about 
information relevance

∀tk(FM1
(tk) ∨ FM2

(tk) ∨ FM4
(tk) ∨ FM9

(tk)) → tk ∈ Rdi
 

where FMi
 represents the set of logical conditions associated 

to markers M1 , M2 , M4 and M9

�tk,20 (tk) = max(�tk,1 (tk), �tk,2 (tk), �tk,4 (tk), �tk,9 (tk))

M21
PCA method on contextual markers we implemented the principal component analysis (PCA) 

method on the context-derived markers ( M1 −M10 ) to 
reduce them to a single dimension. This marker is defined as: 
∀tk(tk ∈ Tdi ∧ is_pca_activated(tk)) → tk ∈ Rdi

�tk,21 (tk) = ||�tk || , where �tk is the normalized PCA 
value of the term tk

Table 3  Description of textual markers #22–#30 corresponding to “fake” or false markers

Marker # Description Formula Possibility degree

M22 The relevance level of a 
term follows a random 
uniform distribution

This marker is defined as:
∀tk(tk ∈ Tdi ∧ is_random_marker_activated(tk)) → tk ∈ Rdi

�tk,22 (tk) = xtk , where 
xtk ∼ U(0, 1)

M23 Absolute value of the 
cosine function evaluated 
at the last term position 
in the JA

We execute the following query:
∀tk(tk ∈ Tdi ∧ is_cosin_marker_activated(tk)) → tk ∈ Rdi

Let ltk be the last position of 
term tk in the JA’s text. Then, 
�tk,23 (tk) = |cos(ltk )|

M24 Does the term have an even 
number of nouns?

Let ntk be a function that returns the number of nouns in a JA’s term. 
This marker is defined as follows:

∀tk(tk ∈ Tdi ∧ is_even(n(tk))) → tk ∈ Rdi

�tk,24 ∈ [0, 1]

M25 At least one of the term’s 
positions in the text 
corresponds to a prime 
number

Let Ptk
= p1,tk , p2,tk ,… , pi,tk be the set of positions of term tk in the 

JA’s text. We execute the following query:
∀tk∃pi,tk (tk ∈ Tdi ∧ pi,tk ∈ Ptk

∧ is_prime(pi,tk )) → tk ∈ Rdi

�tk,25 ∈ [0, 1]

M26 In the terminology of the 
JA sorted alphabetically, 
is the term’s position a 
perfect number?

Let Bdi = (t1,∗, t2,∗,… , tk,∗) be a tuple containing the 
terms of the JA sorted alphabetically. The tuple 
Pdi

= (pt1,∗ , pt2,∗ ,… , ptk,∗ ) represents their respective posi-
tions numbered from 1 to k. We query the following: 
∀tk∃tk,∗∃ptk,∗ (tk ∈ Tdi ∧ refers_to_same_term(tk,∗, tk)∧

is_a_position_of (ptk,∗ , tk,∗) ∧ is_perfect_number(ptk,∗ )) → tk ∈ Rdi

�tk,26 ∈ [0, 1]

M27 The Term contains the 
Letter “x”

∀tk(tk ∈ Tdi ∧ contains(tk, }}x
��)) → tk ∈ Rdi

�tk,27 ∈ [0, 1]

M28 The number of times the 
term is used to create 
new Term Variations

Let g(tk) be a function that returns the number of term variants [35] 
associated with the term tk . This marker is defined as follows:

∀tk(tk ∈ Tdi ∧ is_terms_variants_marker_activated(tk)) → tk ∈ Rdi

�tk,28 (tk) = ‖g(tk)‖

M29 The term is the Root of 
its Associated Syntactic 
Tree

Let Sdi = {s1, s2,… , sn} be the set of phrases in the JA. For each 
phrase si , at least one syntactic tree asi ,j is associated. This marker 
is defined as follows:

∀tk∃si∃asi ,j(tk ∈ Tdi ∧ tk ∈ si ∧ is_root(tk, si)) → tk ∈ Rdi

�tk,29 ∈ [0, 1]

M30 The term contains at least 
one Upper-cased Letter 
(Anywhere in the Term)

∀tk(tk ∈ Tdi ∧ contains_uppercase_letter(tk)) → tk ∈ Rdi
�tk,30 ∈ [0, 1]
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In addition to these markers, we introduce 14 new mark-
ers to the current study to further probe the efficiency and 
discernment of the marker assessment methodology. Specifi-
cally, we have derived four new markers (#17–#20) from the 
training process of a fuzzy decision tree, which are detailed 
in Table 2. Marker #21 corresponds to a PCA (Principal 
Component Analysis) marker derived from markers #1–#10. 
We have also introduced nine false markers (#22–#30). 
These are designed to test the method’s capacity to distin-
guish irrelevant markers in the context of JAs. The false 
markers are presented in Table 3.

In the evaluation of these markers, it is essential to dif-
ferentiate between ’truth value’ and ’possibility degree’ [37]. 
Each marker may have certain requirements or logical condi-
tions determining its truth value for a given term, signify-
ing whether a term is relevant based on the marker’s condi-
tions. Conversely, the possibility degree, exclusive to the 
context of application, signifies the level of confidence the 
agent places on the truth value. While truth value is binary, 
expressing relevance or non-relevance of a term, possibil-
ity degree communicates the agent’s certainty level regard-
ing this truth value, dependent on the quality metrics in the 
agent’s trust module.

Description of the Framework 
for the Evaluation of Textual Markers

This section details our holistic framework for evaluating 
textual markers in JAs, using a set of assumed markers and 
a JA corpus. Our approach involves:

• Estimating marker correlations to improve explainability.
• Analyzing marker activation frequency within the JA 

corpus to identify overused and underused markers.
• Measuring each marker’s precision in a conventional 

machine learning model, evaluating their classification 
accuracy.

• Assessing marker ambiguity and mutual information 
entropy to measure associated uncertainty.

• Conducting a prospective-statistical study using a simple 
and highly explainable model like logistic regression to 
verify markers’ behavior on a large scale.

• Identify markers with a minimum level of explainability 
by correlating possibility levels provided by the markers 
with recruiters’ annotation strategies.

The results are fed into a Mamdani-type inference engine 
that uses logical rules to identify relevant markers for effi-
cient term extraction in JAs. These refined markers are then 

integrated into the BDI agent architecture to enhance its per-
formance. Figure 3 illustrates our methodology.

Correlation Analysis Between Markers

The evaluation begins with a correlation analysis of the 
textual markers using the Pearson correlation coefficient to 
explore linear relationships between markers and recruit-
ers’ annotations. This provides a preliminary indicator of 
explainability.

Let Mx and My represent two textual markers. The Pearson 
correlation coefficient, rxy , is computed as

where n is the number of terms in the JA, xi and yi denote the 
possibility degree provided by Mx and My for the term ti ; x̄ 
and ȳ are the corresponding mean of the possibility degrees, 
and sx and sy are the respective standard deviations.

This analysis results in marker pairs (mi,mj) with correla-
tions surpassing a set tolerance level � , allowing for a more 
thorough marker analysis.

Preliminary Analysis of the Cumulative Possibility 
Degrees or Frequency of Markers in the JAs corpus

We estimate the total cumulative possibility degrees, or 
frequency, for each marker to identify those that may be 
overactivated or underactivated in the JA corpus. Let Mx be 
a textual marker providing a possibility degree Mx(ti) = xi 
for term ti in the JA. We define the accumulated possibility 
degree, or frequency of a marker as follows:

Markers with low activation compared to recruiter annota-
tions may be either highly specific or unsuitable for extract-
ing relevant terms. Conversely, markers with high activation 
may be able to identify broader sets of relevant terms, but 
could also be unsuitable due to excessive false positives. 
Interpretations of these outcomes guide the next evaluation 
stage.

Assessing Marker Precision within Traditional 
Classification

In the third phase, we evaluate each marker’s performance 
as a standalone model within a traditional classification 

(2)rxy =

∑n

i=1
(xi − x̄)(yi − ȳ)

(n − 1)sxsy

(3)lMx
= log

(

1 +

n∑

i=1

xi

)
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process. For a process consisting of classes C1,C2,… ,Cm 
(in our case, relevant and non-relevant terms), a marker’s 
precision on a specific term ti is:

The average precision of the marker on the term set, for 
class Cm , is:

where n is the number of JA terms linked to class Cm in the 
study corpus. Precision on relevant terms is ’positive preci-
sion’, and on non-relevant terms, ’negative precision’. Mark-
ers fall into four categories based on these precision levels:

• Type 1—High positive and negative precision: accurately 
describe relevant and non-relevant terms.

• Type 2—High positive, low negative precision: act as an 
initial filter for relevant terms, lowering irrelevant ones 
but retaining most relevant ones.

• Type 3—Low positive, high negative precision: identify 
non-relevant terms (counter-relevance markers) and hint 
at aspects of relevant ones. High negative precision may 
be due to class imbalance.

• Type 4—Low positive and negative precision: do not con-
tribute to recruiters’ annotations and may be irrelevant.

Next, we measure ambiguity to evaluate how well the mark-
ers’ relevance distribution matches the recruiters’ term rel-
evance distribution.

(4)p(Mx, ti) =

{
1 if Mx(ti) > 0.5

0 if Mx(ti) ≤ 0.5.

(5)P(Cm�Mx) =

∑n

i=1
p(Mx, ti)

n

Marker‑Associated Ambiguity Estimation

This stage estimates each marker’s analytical ambiguity 
related to the recruiters’ term selection process. A classifi-
cation task, like the one performed by recruiters, is a rational 
action with inherent uncertainties [5, 21]. Hence, we intro-
duce a fuzzy-based ambiguity estimation stage, building on 
a method proposed in a previous study [6].

Defining U as the set of JA terms and C as a fuzzy set rep-
resenting recruiters’ perceived term relevance levels, we use 
the membership function �C to map recruiters’ annotations 
into C. The fuzzified recruiters’ annotations on the JA are Z, 
while C1 and C2 denote subsets for relevant and non-relevant 
term levels, respectively.

Each term t can be described by a set of relevance mark-
ers Mk , obtained from recruiters’ strategies and viewpoints. 
This is denoted as A(t) = M1,M2,… ,Mk.

Each relevance marker provides a degree of possibility for 
a term to be selected as relevant. We fuzzify each marker’s 
possibility degree for term relevance by applying a member-
ship function �Mk

 , resulting in an evidence Ek . Although �Mk
 

was built in an equivalent manner as �C , the specific codo-
main of each marker Mk was taken into account. Comparing 
this with the fuzzified recruiters’ annotations Z, we assess 
the possibility of describing Z based on Ek . To do this, we 
use the Hamming distance between fuzzy sets to measure 
how closely Ek approximates Z:

To allow for a direct interpretation of scores, we add the 1 
constant to the expression, adapting an equation from a pre-
vious study [6]. High scores reflect markers closely aligned 

(6)S(E
k
, Z) =

∑

t∈U

(

1 −
|
|
|
�
Mk
(t) − �

Z
(t)
|
|
|

)

Fig. 3  General description of 
the proposed approach
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with recruiters’ viewpoints, while low scores suggest a 
divergence. In this way, the Hamming distance measures 
the degree to which a term is relevant or not, based on the 
available evidence Ek.

We normalize this distance to account for potential class 
imbalance, represented as ‖S(Ek, Z)‖ ∈ [0, 1] . We then 
determine the possibility � of classifying a term as relevant 
(Z1) or non-relevant (Z2) based on recruiters’ strategies and 
viewpoints:

Ambiguity ties in with possibility [21]. Given Ek , a term’s 
ambiguity decreases as its relevance certainty increases. 
From �(Zi ∣ Ek) , we can compute the ambiguity level for 
marker Mk or evidence Ek:

where �∗ = {�∗
1
,�∗

2
,… ,�∗

n
} is the possibility distribu-

tion �(Z|Ek) permuted and sorted so that �∗
i
≥ �∗

i+1
 for 

i ∈ {1,… , n} and �∗
n+1

= 0. The ambiguity function G 
reflects the degree to which it can be inferred whether a term 
is relevant or not, based on the relevance marker Mk . A value 
of 0 denotes no ambiguity, and a value of ln(n) denotes the 
maximum ambiguity level [21]. Subsequently, we normalize 
the ambiguity of the markers, denoted as N(Ek) ∈ [0, 1] , and 
introduce a penalty factor as follows:

We apply a penalty factor, � , to markers failing to provide 
explicit class membership information for JA terms. The 
definition of � is

Here, � represents the tolerance factor determining the mark-
er’s minimum clear information level about at least one class 
within the class set.

The penalty factor accounts for the potential impact on 
decision-making when a marker fails to deliver clear infor-
mation despite demonstrating satisfactory performance in 
conventional classification. This situation can potentially 
lead to decisions based on weak or insufficient evidence.

The ambiguity metric enables estimating the separation 
accuracy between relevant and non-relevant terms from the 
recruiters’ viewpoints. Therefore, markers can be catego-
rized based on ambiguity:

(7)�(Zi ∣ Ek) =
S(Ek, Zi)

max(S(Ek,Z1), S(Ek,Z2))

(8)G(Ek) = g(�(Z|Ek)) =

n∑

i=1

(�∗
i
− �∗

i+1
) ln(i)

(9)N(Ek) = min(‖G(Ek)‖ + � , 1)

(10)𝛾 =

�
0 if ∃Zi(‖S(Ek�Zi)‖ > 𝛽)

1 − max(‖S(Ek�Zi)‖) otherwise

• Low ambiguity markers: These markers accurately sepa-
rate relevant and non-relevant terms.

• High ambiguity markers: These markers struggle to dif-
ferentiate between relevant and non-relevant terms. They 
may still perform adequately in traditional term classifi-
cation processes, but could be negatively impacted when 
the variables they rely on are slightly modified within a 
different JA corpus.

Parallel Analysis of Ambiguity and Amount 
of Information

To understand each marker’s potential in reducing uncer-
tainty during decision-making, we analyze its ambiguity 
alongside its mutual information entropy. Let us consider a 
marker Mx and function Y (recruiters’ annotations on the JA 
terms). The mutual information entropy is as follows:

where H(Y) is the entropy of recruiters’ annotations, and 
H(Y|Mx) is the conditional entropy of Mx against recruiters’ 
annotations. The comparative analysis identifies four types 
of markers:

• Type 1. Low entropy and High ambiguity: The marker 
shows weak influence and provides a fuzzy distinction 
between relevant and non-relevant terms.

• Type 2. Low entropy and Low ambiguity: Despite the 
marker’s insignificant relationship with recruiters’ views, 
it may still help distinguish relevant from non-relevant 
terms.

• Type 3. High entropy and High ambiguity: The marker 
greatly influences the decision but fails to distinctly sepa-
rate relevant from non-relevant terms.

• Type 4. High entropy and Low ambiguity: Ideal markers 
that show a significant correlation with recruiters’ views 
and effectively separate relevant from non-relevant terms.

After characterizing the markers, we move to analyze their 
explainability within the organizational context.

Alignment of Markers with Recruiters Strategies

We ensure the explainability of selected markers by aligning 
them with recruiters’ strategies regarding JA term relevance. 
This alignment results in tuples ( mn , sm , tj ) representing the 
marker, recruiter strategy, and strategy type (implicit or 
explicit), respectively.

(11)I(Y;Mx) = H(Y) − H(Y|Mx)
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To this end, the Apriori algorithm is selected for its effi-
ciency, ease of interpretation, robustness, and ability to handle 
large datasets [38]. It generates a list of frequent tuples that are 
easily interpretable, a significant advantage as explainability 
is crucial in our application case. Furthermore, its adjustable 
sensitivity to noise and outliers enhances its adaptability.

Thus, a marker’s relevance is determined by its association 
with a minimum level of explainability as per the recruit-
ers’ information selection strategies. This level is defined by 
a support level � based on the Apriori algorithm’s output. 
Notably, in this phase, examining the confidence level is 
not vital, as our focus lies in revealing recurring marker and 
recruiters’ strategy associations. Detailed exploration of their 
predictive relationship is reserved for the next phase.

Prospective Analysis of Markers

Moving beyond the focus on explainability, we also seek to 
determine the statistical significance of each marker in larger 
datasets. We utilize logistic regression (LR) to examine if 
a statistically significant relationship exists between mark-
ers and recruiters’ viewpoints. Correlations identified in the 
first stage of the methodology (Sect. Correlation Analysis 
Between Markers) are a critical input, ensuring stability dur-
ing regression training [39].

The choice of LR is guided by several notable advantages 
[40]. First, LR offers exceptional explainability, yielding 
clear and interpretable results. Second, its efficiency in iden-
tifying pertinent features in relation to a dependent variable 
aligns with our goal of information extraction. Lastly, LR is 
particularly resistant to overfitting when handling smaller 
datasets, which bolsters model stability and generalizability.

Mamdani Fuzzy Inference Engine for Marker 
Selection and Evaluation

Since the selection process of relevant and non-relevant 
markers can be highly relative and variable according to 
each organizational context in which JAs are processed, 
fuzzy logic is incorporated to manage ambiguity and uncer-
tainty during the evaluation process [21]. This approach is 
especially beneficial given the subjectivity and variability 
of human and organizational factors in JAs. Consequently, 
we have chosen a standard Mamdani fuzzy-inference engine 
for marker selection [41]. This method has proven efficacy 
in feature-selection tasks [28], demonstrates comparative 

performance despite computational complexity [42], and 
provides interpretability [43].

In the context of our proposed assessment methodol-
ogy, the Mamdani engine constructs a relevance scale for 
the set of markers, incorporating recruiters’ perspectives. 
Results from each stage of our methodology are processed 
as follows.

Definition of the Engine’s Input and Output Fuzzy Sets

For each marker Mx under evaluation, the inference system 
takes m input variables. These variables represent quality 
metrics (e.g., ambiguity, entropy, statistical significance) 
from m evaluation stages in our methodology. Through 
a fuzzy rule-based inference process, these inputs trans-
form into output variables, which indicate specific quality 
criteria tailored to the organizational context. While our 
study focuses on a single output variable, representing the 
overall relevance level of each marker, the formalization 
below allows for multiple quality assessment criteria using 
multiple output variables.

Formally, the inference system consists of m input vari-
ables Xi(i = 1,… ,m) , representing different marker qual-
ity metrics, and p output variables Yk(k = 1,… , p) , denot-
ing marker quality criteria. We define ni input fuzzy sets 
Ai,j(j = 1,… , ni) for each quality metric Xi and qk output 
fuzzy sets Bk,l(l = 1,… , qk) for each evaluation criterion 
Yk.

By using a variable number of fuzzy sets for each qual-
ity metric, we can adjust specificity and rigor levels, ena-
bling the development of robust fuzzy-quality rules for 
markers tailored to the unique needs of the organizational 
context dealing with JAs.

Creation of the Fuzzy‑quality‑rules Base

We define fuzzy-quality rules based on the quality metrics 
of the markers, allowing for an association between differ-
ent metric values and each output variable.

Thus, we generate R if-then rules linking the engine 
input and output variables. Each rule r(r = 1,… ,R) takes 
the form:

where Xi is the quality metric i, Ai,ji
 is the fuzzy category ji 

of metric i, Yp is the quality assessment criterion (output 
variable) p, and Bp,lp

 is the fuzzy category lp of the assessed 
criterion p.

(12)
IFX1 is A1,j1

���… ��� Xm is Am,jm
����

Y1 is B1,l1
���… ��� Yp is Bp,lp
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These rules create the fuzzy-quality-rule base of the 
inference system, which the engine uses to estimate the 
evaluation criterion fulfillment based on the marker quality 
scores. The number of rules and the system’s sensitivity to 
them depend directly on the unique quality requirements 
of each organizational context processing JAs. These fac-
tors are foundational to fuzzy logic, and their flexibility 
suits each varying context [44].

Marker Quality Scores Fuzzification

Given a crisp input vector x(x1,… , xm) , which represents the 
values xi of the quality metrics for the textual marker, we 
calculate the membership degree �Ai,j

(xi) for each quality 
category Ai,j using its corresponding membership function 
fi,j(xi):

Here, fi,j(xi) is the membership function for the fuzzy cate-
gory Ai,j , and xi is the crisp input value for the quality metric 
(or input variable) Xi.

The result of fuzzification is a set of membership degrees, 
which represent how much the input values belong to each 
fuzzy category. These membership degrees are used in the 
subsequent steps of the fuzzy-inference process.

Rules Evaluation

The firing strength wr of each quality rule, representing the 
degree to which the rule is activated, is calculated as follows:

Here, T is a T-norm aggregation operator, the minimum 
function, which combines the membership degrees of the 
antecedent fuzzy categories (input fuzzy sets) for a given 
rule. The firing strength wr thus reflects the applicability of 
a rule in the given input values context.

Consequences Evaluation

We compute the clipped output fuzzy set Br
k,lr

 for each rule 
r, based on the firing strength obtained in the previous step:

In this equation, �Br
k,lr

(yk) is the membership degree of the 
clipped output fuzzy set Br

k,lr
 for rule r. wr is the firing 

(13)�Ai,j
(xi) = fi,j(xi)

(14)wr = T(�A1,j1

(x1),… ,�Am,jm
(xm))

(15)�Br
k,lr

(yk) = T(wr,�Bk,lr
(yk))

strength of rule r, and �Bk,lr
(yk) is the membership degree of 

the original output fuzzy category (or fuzzy set) Bk,lr
 . In 

addition, the term yk represents any value within the domain 
of the output variable Yk.

In this way, we modify the original output fuzzy sets 
(consequent part of the rule) by clipping them based on the 
firing strength wr . This step ensures that the quality rule’s 
influence on the final output is proportional to the rule’s 
firing strength.

Output Aggregation

We combine the clipped output fuzzy sets into a single 
aggregated fuzzy set Bk for each quality assessment crite-
rion Yk:

In this equation, �Bk
(yk) is the membership degree of the 

aggregated output fuzzy set Bk for the evaluation criterion 
Yk . S is a S-norm aggregation operator, the maximum func-
tion, which combines the membership degrees of the clipped 
output fuzzy from each rule.

The result is a single fuzzy set that embodies the col-
lective impact of all quality rules on the output variable(s).

Output Defuzzification

The crisp output value for each assessment criterion Yk is 
computed using the centroid method, chosen for its balance 
of accuracy, response time, and resource efficiency:

In this equation, y∗
k
 is the crisp output value for the quality 

assessment criterion (output variable) Yk . The integral in the 
numerator calculates the weighted sum of the output vari-
able values (yk) multiplied by their corresponding member-
ship degrees in the aggregated output fuzzy set (�Bk

(yk)) . 
The integral in the denominator calculates the sum of the 
membership degrees in the aggregated output fuzzy set 
(�Bk

(yk)) . The crisp output value y∗
k
 is obtained by dividing 

the weighted sum (numerator) by the sum of membership 
degrees (denominator).

The proposed Mamdani-type inference engine simpli-
fies the decision-making process, providing a crisp value 
for each criterion for every marker. This enables a robust 
understanding of the textual markers’ quality within the 

(16)�Bk
(yk) = S(�B1

k,1
(yk),… ,�Br

k,lr

(yk),… ,�BR
k,qk

(yk))

(17)y∗
k
=

∫ yk�Bk
(yk)dyk

∫ �Bk
(yk)dyk
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specific JA’s application context and the possibilistic BDI 
agent architecture, enhancing system performance and opti-
mizing outcomes in the JA information retrieval organiza-
tional environment.

Experimentation

The evaluation of the proposed methodology was conducted 
within the human resources department of DSI Group,4 a 
French consulting firm operating in the information and 
communications technology sector. We evaluated the rel-
evance of 30 defined textual markers across 73 recruitment 
processes, which included 73 JAs and 361 corresponding 
CVs. The goal was to enhance the automatic extraction of 
key terms from JAs for improved matching with CVs. The 
recruitment processes spanned several days or weeks, allow-
ing recruiters to gain a deep understanding of each JA’s key 
requirements.

The evaluation process comprised four stages: 

1. Term annotation in JAs: Ten recruiters annotated critical 
requirements from a corpus of 73 JAs, identifying 580 
relevant terms and 15,487 non-relevant terms.

2. Division of the collected dataset into training and 
test partitions or folds: The 10-fold cross-validation 
technique was employed, with the metrics for marker 
relevance evaluation (ambiguity, entropy, etc.) being 
assessed for each fold, and their average reported. Fur-
thermore, since the ambiguity metric can be highly sen-
sitive to class imbalance, a class balancing process is 
carried out within each fold to more rigorously estimate 
it, ensuring that 35% of the terms are relevant and 65% 
are not relevant [45].

3. Textual marker selection: We examined the performance 
of 30 textual markers to model the recruiters’ annota-
tions.

4. BDI Architecture implementation: The markers identi-
fied as the most relevant after the evaluation process 
were introduced into the architecture of a Possibilis-
tic BDI agent. Their relevance was further confirmed 
through a two-step automatic extraction process of rel-
evant terms. Initially, this process was applied to the 
test dataset folds (14 JAs per fold) of the current study’s 
corpus. Subsequently, it was applied to a previously ana-
lyzed corpus, consisting of 20 JAs [6].

Evaluated Textual Markers

As highlighted in this study, we evaluated 30 textual mark-
ers, which included markers from a previous study [6] ( M1

–M16 ), additional ones derived from a fuzzy decision tree 
( M17–M20 ), and one marker obtained via the PCA method 
for dimension reduction ( M21 ). In addition, we tested nine 
false markers for comparison ( M22–M30 ), consisting of logi-
cal rules that, in principle, have no meaningful relevance.

Mamdani Inference Engine Settings

Details of the Mamdani-type inference engine’s implementa-
tion include:

• Markers’ possibility degrees calculation: Considering 
that the objective of this investigation is not focused on 
the estimation of the marker’s possibility degrees, a sim-
plified approach was used for assessing quality metrics. 
For markers without a specific possibility degree formula 
�tk,i , their possibility degrees were assumed equal to their 
truth values.

• Fuzzy categories: A minimum of 2 quality categories 
were selected for the less relevant quality metrics in the 
organizational context, and a maximum of 7 quality cat-
egories for the more critical metrics (e.g., ambiguity and 
negative precision) to model them with more detailed and 
rigorous rules.

• Membership functions: We used standard triangular 
membership functions for all quality categories.

• Evaluation criterion: We assessed the overall quality 
(QA) of each textual marker based on their metrics.

Experimental Results

This section delineates the evaluation outcomes at each stage 
of our quality assessment framework. The figures presented 
show the applicability and usefulness of quality metrics in 
the specific organizational context. They unveil the markers’ 
relevance, visually indicating how the modeling rigor for 
each metric and the associated fuzzy rules can be adjusted 
when introduced into the inference system: 

1. Identification of correlations: Fig.  4 illustrates the 
Pearson correlation levels between each marker and the 
variable R, which denotes the recruiters’ annotations or 
viewpoints.

2. Evaluation of markers frequency: Fig. 5 presents the 
logarithm of the accumulated possibility levels or fre-
quency of each marker.

3. Assessment of markers precision on both relevant and 
non-relevant terms: Fig. 6 displays the precision evalu-

4 https://www.group-dsi.com/
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ation results of each marker on pertinent (x-axis) and 
non-pertinent terms (y-axis).

4. Ambiguity estimation: The estimated ambiguity levels 
of each of the evaluated markers are illustrated in Fig. 7.

5. Comparison of markers ambiguity and mutual informa-
tion entropy: Fig. 8 displays a comparative chart consist-
ing of the normalized ambiguity dimension (y-axis) and 
the normalized mutual information entropy dimension 
(x-axis) of each marker.

6. Prospective analysis: The prospective analysis, con-
ducted by training a LR model, is presented in Table 4 
(in the column P?). It displays whether the textual mark-
ers were detected as highly significant across the folds of 

the 10-fold cross-validation process, with a confidence 
level of 95% (Wald test).

7. Alignment of textual markers with respect to recruiters 
strategies: Table 4 also presents (in the column labeled 
“Rec?”), both context-dependent and context-independ-
ent markers that showed minimal association with the 
recruiters’ strategies.

8. Comprehensive quality results: Table 4 also delivers 
the comprehensive quality outcomes at each evaluation 
stage. The QA column represents the defuzzification 
result from the inference engine, while the Pertinence 
column signifies the fuzzy category corresponding to 
each marker’s relevance. Complementarily, Table 5 pre-

Fig. 4  Pearson correlation coefficients between the markers ( M
x
 ) and recruiters annotations (R). Darker colors indicate higher levels of correla-

tion
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sents an example of a complex fuzzy quality rule derived 
from the application case.

9. BDI Agent performance: Finally, Table 6 presents the 
performance results of the BDI agent on the test dataset 
folds in the task of relevant term extraction from JAs, 
using the most optimally identified textual markers. It’s 
important to highlight that the performance of the evalu-
ated state-of-the-art techniques on this dataset was not 
superior to the results we had already reported in our 
previous research [6].

  Next, Table 7 provides the performance results on a 
JAs corpus from the earlier study [6], illustrating the 
performance outcomes prior to and following the imple-

mentation of our proposed textual marker assessment 
methodology.

  To obtain these results, we employed classical metrics 
in Information Retrieval: Precision@N, Recall@N, and 
F1-score@N. Here, @N refers to the number of terms 
annotated by a recruiter as relevant in the JA. Therefore, 
these metrics are defined as follows:

• Precision@N: Precision at N assesses the proportion 
of terms correctly predicted by the model among the 
top N terms identified as relevant. Precision@N is 
normalized by the total number of the top N terms 
identified by the model. It is formally defined as 

Fig. 5  Log of accumulated possibility degrees of textual markers ( M
x
 ) and recruiters annotations (R). Over-activated markers are depicted in a 

darker color and underactivated markers in a lighter color
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 where {T} is the set of terms identified by the model 
among top N and {R} is the set of terms annotated by 
recruiters as relevant.

• Recall@N: Recall at rank N measures the propor-
tion of truly relevant terms that the model manages 
to identify among the top N. Recall@N is normal-
ized by the total number of relevant terms in the 

(18)Precision@N =
|{T} ∩ {R}|

N

JA, denoted as |{R}| and annotated by recruiters. It 
is formally defined as 

• F1-score@N: F1-score at rank N provides a har-
monic mean of precision and recall at rank N. It is 
formally defined as 

(19)Recall@N =
|{T} ∩ {R}|

|{R}|

Fig. 6  Markers precision on 
pertinent and non-pertinent 
terms. Blue stars for context-
derived markers, orange circles 
for YAKE! markers, and green 
crosses for false markers

Fig. 7  Textual markers 
estimated ambiguity degrees. 
Context-derived markers are 
indicated in blue with stars, 
YAKE! markers in orange with 
circles, and false markers in 
green with crosses
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Fig. 8  Textual markers ambigu-
ity and mutual information 
entropy. Blue stars for context-
derived markers, orange circles 
for YAKE! markers, and green 
crosses for false markers

Table 4  Results of the 
textual markers evaluation 
on the studied corpus. The 
applied evaluation metrics are 
Pearson (Pearson correlation 
coefficient), Prec+ (precision 
on pertinent terms), Prec- 
(precision on non-pertinent 
terms), Amb. (normalized 
textual marker ambiguity), MI 
(normalized marker mutual 
information), P? (whether 
the marker was identified 
as statistically significant 
across the dataset folds), and 
Rec? (whether the marker is 
minimally associated with 
recruiter strategies). The QA 
(Quality Assessment) column 
corresponds to the Mamdani 
inference engine score obtained 
using the defuzzification 
centroid method. The 
Pertinence column indicates the 
corresponding fuzzy category 
of the QA score. The standard 
deviation of each evaluated 
marker metric ranged between 
approximately 0 and 0.03, 
except for marker 24, which 
exhibited a standard deviation 
of 0.21 for the ambiguity metric

Marker Pearson Prec+ Prec- Amb MI P? Rec? QA Pertinence

M1 0.47 0.25 0.99 0.36 0.17 Yes Yes 0.50 Medium
M2 0.54 0.79 0.95 0.08 0.56 Yes Yes 0.82 High
M3 0.08 0.96 0.21 0.55 0.07 No Yes 0.50 Medium
M4 0.66 0.64 0.99 0.15 0.49 Yes Yes 0.84 High
M5 0.27 0.35 0.96 0.3 0.15 Yes Yes 0.50 Medium
M6 0.2 0.09 0.99 0.47 0.05 Yes Yes 0.50 Medium
M7 0.05 0.01 0.99 0.53 0.01 No Yes 0.50 Medium
M8 0.59 0.65 0.98 0.14 0.47 Yes Yes 0.84 High
M9 0.15 0.05 0.99 0.5 0.03 Yes Yes 0.50 Medium
M10 0.36 0.21 0.99 0.38 0.14 Yes Yes 0.50 Medium
M11 0.17 0.61 0.77 0.19 0.13 Yes Yes 0.68 Medium–high
M12

−0.04 0.84 0.12 0.87 0.28 No Yes 0.25 Low–medium
M13 0.06 0.16 0.89 1.00 0.01 No No 0.17 Low
M14 0.08 0.09 0.95 0.83 0.04 No No 0.24 Low
M15 0.07 0.16 0.89 1.00 0.03 No No 0.17 Low
M16 0.2 0.04 0.99 0.51 0.02 No No 0.21 Low
M17 0.63 0.58 0.99 0.17 0.43 Yes Yes 0.81 High
M18 0.21 0.6 0.82 0.19 0.18 Yes Yes 0.74 Medium–high
M19 0.46 0.37 0.99 0.29 0.24 Yes Yes 0.59 Medium–high
M20 0.64 0.96 0.95 0.05 0.88 Yes Yes 0.83 High
M21 0.31 0.62 0.92 1.00 1.00 Yes Yes 0.25 Low–medium
M22 0.00 0.51 0.5 1.00 0.01 No No 0.16 Low
M23 0.00 0.64 0.35 1.00 0.12 No No 0.18 Low
M24

−0.02 0.36 0.59 0.44 0.00 No No 0.19 Low
M25 0.01 0.19 0.83 0.47 0.00 No No 0.17 Low
M26 0.03 0.02 0.99 0.53 0.01 No No 0.19 Low
M27 0.00 0.08 0.92 0.52 0.01 No No 0.19 Low
M28 0.00 0.07 0.93 1.00 0.03 No No 0.17 Low
M29

−0.01 0.02 0.97 0.54 0.00 No No 0.17 Low
M30 0.17 0.64 0.75 0.18 0.13 Yes Yes 0.70 Medium–high
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Discussion

The analysis of accumulated possibility levels (Fig. 5) delin-
eates two distinct groups of markers: the high activation fre-
quency group ( M3 , M12 , and M23 ) and the low activation 
frequency group ( M6 , M7 , M9 , and M16 ). High frequency 

(20)

F1 − score@N = 2 ⋅
Precision@N ⋅ Recall@N

Precision@N + Recall@N

markers could be instrumental in pinpointing document sec-
tions rich in relevant terms, whereas low frequency markers 
might detect relevant terms in specific contexts. Marker M7 , 
for instance, proves particularly effective in examining JAs 
in the management sector.

Correlation evaluation (Fig. 4) discloses significant cor-
relations between YAKE! markers M13 , M14 , and M15 , due to 
their dependence on term frequency in the text. The mutual 
influence of the random logic marker M30 and the YAKE! 
marker M11 is notable, attributable to their focus on upper-
case term detection. Similarly, context markers M2 , M4 , and 
M8 manifest positive correlations, attributed to their empha-
sis on professional skills. Understanding these correlations 
can offer insights into the interrelation of markers and their 
efficiency.

On the other hand, from the perspective of this same 
metric, composite markers M17–M20 , derived from the sim-
plification of a decision fuzzy tree, correspond strongly 
with the context markers that formed their foundation, 
underlining the recruiters’ focus on professional skills. 
Conversely, false markers M22–M29 correlate negligibly 
with recruiters’ perspectives. This discrepancy under-
scores the value of correlation analysis in comprehending 
marker relevance.

In terms of precision (Fig. 6), contextual markers ( M1

–M10 ) and composite marker M20 exhibit high performance 
in identifying irrelevant terms in JAs-a crucial attribute 
given the generally limited set of highly relevant terms in 
these documents. Context-derived markers such as M2 , M4 , 
M8 , and composite markers M17 , M20 , and M21 demonstrate 
a high precision for both relevant and irrelevant terms. How-
ever, M3 and M12 , while efficient in recognizing relevant 
terms, display lower precision for irrelevant terms. This 
phenomenon likely results from their broad classification of 
terms in specific document sections as potentially relevant.

The random marker M22 , which maintains a 50% pre-
cision for each term class, is remarkable. However, false 
markers, which are more restrictive, tend to show higher 
precision for irrelevant terms and lower for relevant ones, 

Table 5  Example of a fuzzy rule for marker quality assessment (QA) 
evaluation

IF Recruiters strategies 
association

IS NOT LOW

AND Ambiguity IS (VERY LOW OR LOW 
OR LOW-MEDIUM)

AND P-value recurrency IS NOT LOW
AND Negative precision IS (HIGH OR VERY HIGH)
AND Positive precision IS NOT LOW
AND Mutual information IS NOT LOW
AND Pearson correlation IS NOT LOW
THEN Marker QA IS MEDIUM-HIGH

Table 6  Experimental results on the JAs dataset test folds. Mean and 
standard deviation of precision@N, recall@N, and F1-score@N lev-
els of the BDI Agent

1 Recall@N, Precision@N and F1-score@N are equivalent at @N

Metric/method Mean value Standard deviation

Recall@N, Precision@N F1-
score@N1

0.56 0.028

Recall@2N 0.67 0.038
Precision@2N 0.34 0.019
F1-score@2N 0.45 0.026

Table 7  Experimental results on a previous corpus of JAs [6]. Precision, recall, and F1-score levels of each method on a previous corpus of 20 
JAs applying RAKE [46], FRAKE [47], BERT topics approach [48], YAKE! [36] and our agent Before [6] and After applying the textual mark-
ers assessment methodology

1 Recall@N, Precision@N and F1-score@N are equivalent at @N

Metric/method RAKE FRAKE BERT YAKE! Before After

Recall@N, Precision@N F1-score@N1 0.02 0.09 0.17 0.10 0.38 0.55
Recall@2N 0.08 0.17 0.20 0.27 0.56 0.64
Precision@2N 0.04 0.08 0.10 0.13 0.28 0.32
F1-score@2N 0.05 0.11 0.14 0.18 0.38 0.43
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influenced by the high prevalence of non-relevant terms in 
the JA corpus. This can introduce uncertainty in the evalu-
ation parameter. Consequently, the accuracy of contextual 
markers, YAKE! marker M11 , and random logic marker M30 
in representing relevant and irrelevant terms within JAs is 
significant.

Ambiguity analysis (Fig. 7) shows low ambiguity in 
markers M2 , M4 , M5 , and M8 . However, most context-inde-
pendent and random logic markers demonstrate high ambi-
guity. Notably, marker M21 exhibits considerable ambiguity 
despite satisfactory precision in a traditional classification 
process, potentially complicating term classification and 
increasing ambiguity in approximate reasoning processes 
as the one performed by the BDI agent.

When evaluating mutual information entropy (Fig. 8), 
markers M2 , M4 , M8 , M17 , and M20 , and to a lesser extent 
M1 , M19 , M12 , M10 , and M5 , are marked by low ambiguity 
and relatively high mutual information entropy. Conversely, 
random marker M22 and context-independent markers such 
as M13 and M15 , present high ambiguity and low informa-
tion entropy. Most false markers also show minimal mutual 
information entropy and high ambiguity levels, confirming 
their inappropriateness.

In the prospective analysis of markers (Table 4), context 
markers M1 , M2 , M4 , M5 , M6 , M8 , M9 , M10 , and YAKE! 
markers M11 and M12 show significant systematic associa-
tions with recruiters’ annotations on the evaluated data-
set folds. Certain strategies associated with these markers 
include recruiters often incorporating a representative name 
of the profession in the job title along with pertinent skills 
( M1 ); selecting terms representing professional skills located 
in relevant document sections ( M2 ); associating expressions 
of relevance with important skills ( M4 ); providing details 
on the type of interaction required from the worker regard-
ing relevant terms ( M5 ); using highly relevant terms (e.g., 
within the document’s title) to denote other terms that are 
semantically related and of high relevance to the job position 
( M8 ); and accentuating the significance of a term if it cor-
responds to a pertinent economic sector of the job opening 
or, more prominently, an essential professional skill ( M20 ). 
This last marker indicates, to a further extent, that profes-
sional skills are typically emphasized through a variety of 
methods, including their incorporation into the job title, their 
placement within the most pertinent sections of the JA (like 
the job description), or their amplification through explicit 
or implicit relevance expressions. A term is likely deemed 
potentially irrelevant if it does not meet any of these criteria.

In evaluating markers’ relationships with the organiza-
tional context, the analysis of markers such as YAKE!’s 
M11 and M30 (random logic) emphasizes their limitations, 
particularly in discerning relevant terms. Despite recruiters 

often writing professional skill names in uppercase or capi-
talized letters, these context-independent markers still cat-
egorize wrongly irrelevant terms as relevant. This misclas-
sification includes terms such as the first ones following a 
period, company names, geographic locations, and list titles. 
These errors indicate the need for refining these markers and 
present opportunities for improvement.

The Mamdani-type fuzzy-inference system emphasizes 
the utility of markers M2 , M4 , M8 , M17 , and M20 in extract-
ing information from JAs. These markers have resulted in 
a 5% increase in the F1-score compared to the previous 
study [6], as illustrated in Table 7. This high performance 
remains relatively consistent across the test dataset folds. 
Most context-derived markers, such as M1 , M5 , M6 , M7 , M8 , 
M9 , M10 , M18 and M19 were classified as relatively relevant 
due to their statistical significance, explainability, high 
precision on non-relevant terms, and medium-low ambigu-
ity levels. Even though M3 was considerably penalized for 
its diminished precision, it can serve an essential role in 
initial filtering. Conversely, M21 exhibits low performance, 
explained by its highly fuzzy separation between relevant 
and non-relevant terms. The remaining markers ( M22 , M13 , 
M14 , M15 , M16 , and most false markers) were considered 
weakly relevant.

It should be noted that markers identified as highly and 
moderately relevant align with recruiters’ selection strate-
gies. Some of these markers, notably M1 , M6 , M7 , M9 , M10 
and M19 , have high precision for non-relevant terms. Despite 
their low positive precision and relative ambiguity in the 
studied corpus, their statistical significance suggests poten-
tial higher relevance in other JA study corpora. Incorporat-
ing these markers into the agent’s information extraction 
process improved its F1-score@2N by 0.7–1% in the test 
dataset folds and the previous study corpus [6]. Thus, these 
markers do not negatively impact the agent’s performance 
but enhance its explainability, providing the agent with a 
more comprehensive understanding due to the diverse 
hypotheses these markers offer.

Throughout the experimentation, the variability in each 
evaluated marker metric across the dataset folds, measured 
by the standard deviation, remained comparatively small. 
The lowest observed value was near zero, while the upper 
bound hovered around 0.03. This is primarily attributable 
to the markedly low ratio of pertinent terms in every JA. As 
a result, markers typically display consistent levels of per-
formance-either good, medium, or low-across all assessed 
quality metrics for each fold. However, marker M24 devi-
ated from this pattern with a standard deviation of 0.21 on 
the ambiguity metric, which can be ascribed to pronounced 
ambiguity peaks in JAs where recruiters favor a higher num-
ber of simple (single-word) terms as relevant.
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Conclusion

The primary aim of this study was to address the following 
research question: “How can a quality assessment framework 
optimize the use of textual markers to accurately extract the 
most relevant terms from JAs? Furthermore, how can this 
process effectively manage ambiguity, ensure alignment 
with recruiter expertise, maintain information quantity, and 
uphold a context-driven, explainable approach?”.

We proposed a hybrid methodology to select and opti-
mize textual markers for automatic term extraction in JAs. 
This approach assesses markers based on the information 
they provide and their relevance in the specific organiza-
tional context processing these documents. Our methodol-
ogy incorporates a multidimensional quality assessment 
framework to characterize markers, addressing ambiguity, 
information quantity, and relative significance, while align-
ing with recruiters’ expertise.

One limitation was the high cost of creating a reliable 
corpus of annotated JAs. Consequently, we aim to gradu-
ally apply the methodology to more recruitment processes, 
recruiters, and organizational contexts, to enhance our find-
ings’ generalizability across different application domains, 
like job search engines.

Future research will focus on characterizing the ambigu-
ity function via a fuzzy approach tailored to each organi-
zation’s unique attributes. We will also explore the areas 
of rule number optimization and sensitivity analysis within 
different organizational contexts for JA information extrac-
tion. In addition, we aim to study the correlation between 
recruiters’ and non-expert annotators’ perspectives to dis-
cern whether the knowledge encapsulated by the most rel-
evant textual markers is general or specialized.
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